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The office refrigerator can be a point of contention. There are many unwritten rules about 
using the office fridge (and there may be a few written rules in some offices). While everyone 
appreciates a clean and tidy fridge, that doesn’t always happen. Containers can get lost or 
forgotten in the far corners of the fridge. In a matter of weeks, if not sooner, last night’s 
leftovers can transform into wild science experiments.  
 

 
 
ezCater is here to help bring serenity to the office fridge by offering you easy access to the best 
food in your area. From catering Indianapolis office events to Orlando team meals, ezCater 
helps bring you and your office amazing food options. They may be able to help with your 
office’s fridge situation, too!  
 
Leftovers You Actually Want to Eat  
 
Leftovers can get lost in the office fridge for a variety of reasons. One of those reasons is 
boredom. You may have meal prepped or made a large dinner at the start of the week with the 
intention of enjoying the leftovers at work. But you got tired of having the same thing every 
day. So, you decide to pack something else, go out to lunch, or order catered lunch.  
 
Lunch boredom is common. Catered lunch can help alleviate that kind of boredom. For 
example, if you’re catering OKC lunches and you order from one of ezCater’s Reliability 

https://www.ezcater.com/catering/IN/INDIANAPOLIS
https://www.ezcater.com/catering/OK/OKLAHOMA-CITY
https://www.ezcater.com/


Rockstars, like Develyn, it’s hard to be bored. With a selection of top-rated sandwiches, wraps, 
and salads, there’s something for everyone.  
 
Better Yet, No Leftovers at All!  
 
One of the best ways to keep the office fridge clean and tidy is to keep leftovers to a minimum. 
It can take a little strategy—and ezCater can help you develop that strategy. They work with 
caterers who understand the office environment and have worked hard to tailor their offerings 
to workplaces just like yours.  
 
The result is portion sizes that make sense for office lunches. Whether you order tray-style 
meals or individually packaged lunches, you can order the right amount of food for your needs. 
ezCater is made for everyday workplace lunches as well as large events. When things are dialed 
in, there’s a good chance you don’t have to worry about leftovers at all—which can mean a 
neat and tidy fridge!  
 
Keep Things Organized with Boxed Lunches  
 
Another reason things can get out of hand in the fridge is the wide range of container types. 
From large plastic containers to round glass bowls, the inside of the office fridge can be a 
mishmash of things. Many caterers found on ezCater offer boxed lunches, which can be a 
dream come true for fridge organization.  
 
For example, at Center Hub Deli, a Cincinnati catering favorite, you can choose from an 
assortment of boxed lunch options, like the Turkey Bravo Sandwich or the Buffalo Chicken 
Wrap. And that’s just one of countless examples that range from sandwiches to salads to pasta. 
With boxed lunches, ezCater makes keeping your office fridge neat and tidy easy! 
  
Find fantastic boxed lunches and well-portioned meals at https://www.ezcater.com/  
 
Original Source: https://bit.ly/3QInoRX 
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